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^Orfind-a.-Synthesis Between What is Permanent and What Changes
Tbe Archbishop-of Toronto
must, this evening, be a very
happy man. He has succeeded
in re-uniting in his Church such
a constellation of eminent theologians that Toronto will be,
lor A weekjtoe capital of Christian thought. A t the same time
as we are discovering a new
world created by the genius of
man on the marvellous islands
of the Universal Expo in Montreal, you, here, under the guidance of the Holy Spirit will try
to examine with prophetic eyes,
—tte-*igns-of-the-timesr-You willdo this so as to grasp more lirmly "the unsearchable riches of
Christ" (Eph. 3:8), and in a
way which will win the admiration of theologians of the future.
His Excellency Monsignor
Pocock has had the kindness to
introduce me to this distinguished a_U0lence__ with words which
have over-whelmed me. There
is nothing more dangerous than
these Introductions whose literary genus often comes too close
to that of fiction .. . But I wonder if, in these matters, it would
be possible to find a more sceptical group than one composed
of theologians whose role is to
discover, under its literary
forms, the authenticity of the
inspired word of God. .. . And
that is why, My Lord Archbishop of Toronto, while thanking
you with the deepest gratitude
I would ask you to address a
fraternal prayer to the Holy
Spirit that this inaugural lecture may bring to its hearers
the message of the mystery of
Christ which the Apostle Paul
sought to evoke in those to
whom in addressed his words.
(Eph. 3:18)
The subject in which the organizers of this Congress have
~ggkedrme to Bpeak^this evening—
presents numerous difficulties.
First of all there is the continual risk of reversing the
terms, and so yield to the temptation of taking the easy way
out and talk about the renewal
of theology.
Well then, why do we make
renewal one of the characteristics of the life of the Church?
Is there not a great deal of good
sense in the view the descendant of David put forward so
many years ago: "I the Preacher have been king over Israel
in Jerusalem. And I applied my
mind to seek and to search out
by wisdom all that is done under heaven; it is an unhappy
business that God has given to
the sons of men to be busy
with." (Eccl, 1:12)
Happily, the" exegeteTT •v/ar
a a v e the theologians once
again! by telling them not to
take at face value this bantering malice, the product of the
philosophy ot a sceptical mind.
We are faced here with a paradox of the Holy Spirit who uses
to accept the means for the end, >
and that in sum, our being men
entails we are to accept with
courage the human condition in
which God has placed us. And
this condition demands that wo
turn our eyes with confidence
owtrds-uwrt-newHieaven-whichwas promised to us by the seer
of the Apocalypse. (Apoc. 21.1)
No, truthfully, when we ponder
the matter we perceive that
nothing is more foreign to the
true vocation of the Church
than stale custom and the debility of age. Notwithstanding
the fact it has been divinely
established and that from It
springs the promise of eternity,
the Church can never be satisfled with its attempt to be ever
more like Christ and to follow
his Gospel given to mankind.
To be truly faithful the Church
must continually renew itself.
Those who refuse to accept the
renewal because they believe
themselves to be faithful to the
Church cound endanger Its real
faithfulness.
Renewal is not easy to define. Not all change is renewal:
a thing can change for better
or for worse; one can even, in
changing, alter the essentials or
damage forms which have an
abiding usefulness, which are,
. indeed, lndispensible. The rcnewal demands we respect what
is unalterable and that we co. operate in the unfolding of the
true tradition. Nonetheless, renewal is not simply a return to
forms and customs of the past.
It is rather what in French we
call a ressout cement. A return
to the sources in the sense that
the life which gave birth to the
Church must spring up ever
more vigorously without endangering her own proper and
unalterable nature.
The renewal tries to understand better God's revelation
given once and for all to the
Church, in order to put it into
terms which are meaningful for
the past and the present. It is a
more faithful listening to the
Word in order that it may be
proclaimed more effectively.
"In his gracious goodness,"
says the Council "God has seen
to it that what h e has revealed
for the salvation of all nations
would abide perpetually in its
full integrity and be handed on
to all generations." Renewal
cannot change the Word of God
nor allow any part of what has
been revealed to be lost. Other""WbrtfcouW riot be termed renewal, and far from revitalizing
the Church, would cut it off
from what is vital to its life.
Renewal,
in sum, must not only,
under s the leadership of the
Magisterium, respect Tradition
and Scripture, it must be based
-upon-thenu—
There is, in the Church, more
than in any other- historical
community; a tension between
fidelity to the unalterable and
the necessary adaptation which
life imposes. The Magisterium,
the • e r o n t of the Word, must

therefore remain in constant
touch with Tradition and Scripture without ever divorcing itSelf from the present, and the
'particular set of circumstances
in which the Church exercises
her mission. It is to witness to
your attachment to this Magisterium, much more than to ask
me t o display a competence
which I do not possess in then*
logical matters, that you have
asked me to inaugurate, in my
capacity as bishop, this international Congress of Theology.
The Magisterium is a guide in
your reflection and a constant
reminder of the ecclesial reality.
It seeks to find, as do you, although in a different manner,
the synthesis between what is
permanent and what changes. It
is its duty to maintain harmony
between that which cannot
change and that which must be
renewed."
To fulfill this task properly,
the Magisterium needs you, and
you need freedom. Your freedom is not only of importance,
but is essential for your work.
The fidelity of the theologian
to the Magisterium must not be
interpreted as a passive obedience which excludes all Initiative. Rather must it be underStood in the light of different
gifts bestowed by the Spirit on
the Church for different (Eph.
4:11) functions and charisms.
The Council recognized that
theologians had "a lawful freedom of inquiry and of thought,
and the freedom to express
their minds humbly and courageously about those matters in
which they enjoy competence."
Such a freedom well understood,
and accompanied by sincere
self-criticism, will put your efforts a t the service of a true re—newal—of-the-Churchr-andr in
collaboration with the Magisterium, ensure that the Word of
God is heard in a world which
is changing constantly.

This is the full text of the talk given by Cardinal Paul-Emih Leger of Montreal at last
week's Congress on the Theology of the
Renewal of the Church, a five day meeting
of the world's top theologians at Toronto.
Reports of other talks given there will be
published In subsequent issues of the
Courier.
stallized a whole movement in
the renewal of theology in answering to the needs of his century. It is this sort of boldness
of which we have need today.
Is this to say that a mere
translation or even a transposition of the thought of Aquinas
into the modes of contemporary
Tfiougm can b e considered as~
the substance of the renewal? A
renewal which the Church must
q.uickly effect if it is going to
be able to answer to the questions of our contemporary
world. I do not think so. There
is much more to be done than
this. What must then be said?
The answer will be the result
of your work. For, just as the
Summa of the Angelic Doctor
is an effort to synthesize both
the secular and religious knowledge of the Middle Ages, so the
theologian in the final years of.
the twentieth century must seek
to harmonize our knowledge of
the world of satellites and elec-

errors of the past have given
the Church and the nations
some hard lessons. At the present time they are beginning to
achieve a greater mutual respect in the understanding of
the areas of authority, and a
better understanding of freedom of the individual, especiallv where religion is concerned. This change in mental habits merits the name of renewal
for it applies the Gospel principles concerning the distinction
of powers and the respect of
conscience.
And here I must make mention of one of the most significant events of our time: I mean
the meeting of the Vicar of
Jesus Christ on earth with the
rulers of this world at the
United Nations on October
fourth, 1965. Pius IX resisted
the Kings who sought the territory of the Papal States. For
him it was the way at that mo
ment in history of being faith-

of her life, as much because of
the normal evolution of all living beings as because of the
perpetual relapses caused by
human weakness and stupidity.
The grain of mustard seed develops and grows; the plant to
which i t gives birth renews ifa
self without cease until it has
reached perfection. The yeast
in the dough stretches and extends its action until all is leavened. The spouse of Christ put
all her joy into the preparations
for the wedding day in order to
find HerselfJoefore JHinx '.'without spot or wrinkle or any such
thing, that she might be holy
and without blemish" (Eph.
5:27). The temple which builds
itself through time, and which
Christ is building constitutes,
according to the word of Paul
VI, "a fundamental conception
of the life of the Church."
WeasDrBornave-to"*estroy-theChurch to construct it anew in
each century, but we would be
wrong to believe that each one
of the stones which have been
put in place throughout the
ages forms an integral part of
its structure. We must have
courage to knock down the now
superfluous wall and useless
.tower. We must take care to
see we do not disturb the
foundations or obliterate the
outlines. Above all, we must understand that our duty is to
know how to fit our century,
like a living stone, Into the
spiritual edifice.

1) a constant of her history
2) a law of her life
3) a condition of her faithfulness.
Always Renewed
1. God has entered into his_tory: the flospel te Mvnrf Vn tlmo
and the Church evolves in a
world of change. Two thousand
years of life is a relatively short
time, but it is long cno-ugh to
enable us to sketch an outline
of the Important changes which
have happened in the Church.

Here, however, the bishop
wishes to comment on these
changes. These remarks are
suggested by that charily which
remains the supreme law of the
Church of Christ.
Impatient people do not urt-"aerstand - The slownc-ss.. which..
seems to be impeding all the
efforts of renewal while the
pusillanimous have the idea that
the least change in detail undermines discipline and is even
a danger for the faith. Where,
then, are we goinn to find the
true renewal? In a sincere seeking for the truth. There have always been explorers in the
Church. Their presence is useful, even essential. Their vocation reminds us of thai of the
prophets in Israel. But Ihc prophetic action did not, according
to the design of I'rovidpnee.
supplant the role of the judges,
the administrators and the
priests of the old covenant.
In the Church prudence must
inspire and balance the action
' of the bishops who have been
chosen by the Holy Spirit himself to guide and sanctify the
People of God. Impatience as
well as inertia may compromise
all real renewal which must,
even if this involves delay in
its application, receive the approbation of the Magisterium.
The Church has Changed its
ways of expressing the Christian
Mystery through our -mental'
categories. After the rabbinical
sort of exegesis of St. Paul and
the early Fathers of the Church,
after countless confrontations
with the Greek and Arab philosophers, St. Thomas Aquinas
w o n d e r f u l l y expressed
. the Christian faith .using the
categories of Aristotle. We forget too easily the scandal this
genius provoked among his contempories. Thomas Aquinas innovated, but his boldness merits the-name of renewal "Be?"
cause, without losing a particle
of the revealed truth, h e cry-

Christ bas told us two essential things concerning the Holy
Spirit in the Churen. He will
"bring to your remembrance all
that 1 have said to you" (John
14i26) and "he will guide you
into all tke truth. (John 16:13).
In his book "Le Mystere du
Temps," J«an Moroux has an admiraDie echo of these words
when he writes that the help of
the Spirit creates at the sametime in trte Church both memory and prophecy. When the
Church taxes account only of
the present, she does nothing
but change; if she looks only to
the future, she does nothing but
dream; only when she is conscious of being the living tradition
of Christ is sue truly renewed.
-When-she-^onsideK-the--whole
of time, past, present and future, she gathers strength from
the revelaxion she has received,
she gives it to the present and
so prepares for the tomorrow of
God. Witnout the Holy Spirit,
we may sec only what surrounds
us and forget what has gone
before.
Distrust or ignorance of tradition no doiiDt stirs up contusion
and change, Out it does not promote rene-wal. On the contrary,
it endangers i t Kenewal demands tha.t we should be humble before the times and not
think more highly of ourselves
than we ought.
The truth of the Spirit commands that we suomu ourselves
to a continual and rigorous selfcriticism, t t is easy to talk about
n e c e s s a r y changes in the
Church, to- take note, tor exam- J P Jlie,
S of the principles of renewal
enimciat(icri)y^Qie^Xo^HctrT:a"
comment favorably and even to
eulogize trie renewal now going
on. it is naore difficult to seek
out the ways in which the renewal miLSt correct our own
short-comings, disturb our haoits and encourage our zeal. Without the Holy Spirit we will
never get beyond words or become deep-ly and personally involved. Tote craze for change,
especially in external matters,
may easily become a. first class
excuse for putting off, into a
more or less probable future,
those real changes of the spirit
and heart. If we judge with
severity alt meaningless routine
which all too often degenerates
"into a vain and empty succession of mere sounds, we must
also be cautious in the face of
changes wnich are not brought
about in thte course of that unique searcia for real holiness
which is >jne of the marks of
the Church^

In order to clarify the sense
of renewal In the Church, and
the practice of your essential
freedom, let us seek together to
find why the Church must renew herself. I see three reasons
which have provided m-e with
three topics. The Church renews
herself because it is:

"The" Church has changed its
ways of prayer many times,
without altering the essentials
of its liturgical and sacramental life. The Latin Church; for
example, prayed in Greek so
long as Greek was spoken in
Rome; in the Middle Ages she
changed to Latin; toaay ner
liturgical languages are as diversified as the many living
languages required for her expansion In the world. These
changes presupposed courage
and self-denial. We have had to
abandon in large measure ways
of expression of undeniable
beauty in order not to smother.
by unnecessary retention, that
which they sought to cTcnnsc.
We have had, as Father Congar
said, "to be faithful to (he principle in depth, and so be unfaithful to the forms which it
has taken on the surface." This
is an example of a healthy
change which was not the result
of following fashion, of feebleness, or of a policy of concessions, all of these strangers to
the Gospel.

of the Spirit, the witness of the
Spirit, and the? unity of the
Spirit
a) The Truth of the Spirit

Cardinal Leger in inaugural of Toronto Theology Congress.
tionic machines, with the unchangeable universal salvific
will of God.
I have the deepest conviction
that this effort cannot be dLonc
today by a single man. even
though he be a genius. The-oloKliins must sooner or later work
In groups, and organize laboratories of research just as do the
chemists and biologists who submit their hypothesis to the verification of thousands of experiments hefore patting- a single
product on the pharmaceutical
market.
Take, for example, the question or the presentation of the
doctrine of original s'in. "The
theologian must iakc account of
the findings of paleontology.
And what does this new sciemce
-rrll-uVr It tnrcrptishcd-haek the
origins of man to the dim past
of pre-history. We are forced
to think in terms of millions
rather than of the four thousand years of our little catechisms. On the other hand, the
theologian must accept with respect a dogma which is based
on the authenticity of the Word
of Cod.
Holding onto these two links
of the chain, he — the theologian — must seek, with an effort which at times will demand
heroism, to formulate Ihc revealed truth in a way which will
nut.-.contradict the findings of
science, lie may, in a -sense,
evaluate the findings of science,
yet he must also respect them,
because science has Its own re-,
quireinents and autonomy; but,
on the other hand, his research
must be in perfect" harmony
with the affirmations of the
Magisterium. If there was ever
a case where the theologians
should have recourse to the
findings of the exegcte it is
here. Hut this is only one of a
thousand cases.
The Church has often changed its ways of dealing with nations. The Church of the martyrs, under Nero, Domitian or
Trajan, could not suspect that
there would come a day which
would see the Edict of Constantino and the establishment of
Christianity as the reTiglon of
the Empire. It would no doubt
have thought it dangerous, as
we toddy think it astonishing,
to sec Charlemagne kissing, one
after another, all the steps of
St. Peter's, and..,then entering
the Basilica hand in hand with
Hadrian the First. The vicissitudes of history, and even the

ful to his role as the guardian
of tradition, and in the political-sociological conditions of the
time could he have acted otherwise? It is not up to us to say.
But what a renewal in the attitude of a Church who now
claims nothing else, nothing
more, and nothing less than the
liberty of proclaiming to the
world the message of salvation,
in its own proper role of the
servant of God and the servant
of humanity!
The Church has changed its
behaviour towards those who do
not wholly share its faith, ^ e
are far from the lime of anathemas, of the controversy over
icons,_and religious wars. Today
the Ecumenical Movement discourages intransigence, c o n demnations and fratricidal battles and seeks to replace them
by the conversion of each to
Christ, and by a common witness to the Gospel in a mutual
love of truth, and a profound
spirit of charity. A renewal such
as this may be called a revolution if we care to remember
the words of Peguy "A revolution is an appeal to a. more perfect tradition." I will return
later to this point of such primary importance.
The Church has also gradually changed its attitude towards
secular values, and has now
opened itself to sources which
are not ecclesial in the strict
sense. More and more, as the
Council says, the Christian community "realizes that it is truly
and Intimately linked with mankind and its history/' The distrust of the world and of progress — as well as an unwarranted spiritualized view of all
earthly activities — appears to
us today to be against the spirit
of the Scriptures. From the first
page of Genesis, where man receives the Universe as his portion, to the end of the Apocalypse, where he is promised a
new heaven and a new earth,
man is called on to. complete
the work of the Creation.
We need only a sense of history to understand that, in the
past, the Church has renewed
•herself many times and, in the
•present, she is renewing herself before our eyes. It is a constant of her history. Why? Be-'
cause it is a law of her life.
t

The Law of Renewal
2. The BibiTcapmages which
evoke the mysteijy, of the Church
make us see renewal as a law

Sin in the Church makes a
perpetual renewal necessary.
The Church is a vine some of
whose branches do not always
bear the fruit one expects; it
is a field where the tares grow
with the good grain; it is a net
into which slip both good and
bad fish; it is a gathering where
the foolish virgins jostle the
wise ones. We must, in all possible ways prune the vine, cultivate the furrows, again and
again put down the nets into
the sea, empty and refill the
lamps which are going out.
_ Aggtormnientq hi the natural
state of the Church. The Fathers spoke of the Mystertum
Lunae: the Church reflecting
the light of Christ as the moon
sends us that of the sun. The
moon waxes- and wanes. Our
task is to renew the Church
each time its light becomes less
brilliant in the night of the
world. "Christ summons the
Church," says the Council, "as
she goes on her pilgrim way,
to that continual reformation of
which she always has need, insofar as she is an institution of
men here on earth."
This situation of the Church
which evolves because of the
laws of life, and which must
constantly be re-assessed because of her weakness, is paradoxical, since the Church has
been established to continue
for ever as the great sacrament
of salvation given to all men.
The Church is thus ai the same
time made and to be remade;
final and subject to change; one
and dividedf—holy-and sinful;
universal and limited; apostolic
and faithless. We go against the
truth of Christ if we dare to
say that in our Church nothing
is permanent and everything is
relative, as if we could continually rebuild it with new
structures. It is just this paradox which makes the renewal
of the Church a condition of
her faithfulness. "The Church,"
says Newman, "must renew itself in the preservation of its
type, and the continuity of its
principles, with a power of assimilation, according to a logical sequence, with an anticipation of its future and a conservative action upon its past, in
order to> maintain its. chronic
vigor."
Tests of Fidelity

^

J3.For thereioim.ta-become-.thing more than mere change,
and to become authentic renewal, we must serve the truth

b) The Witness of the Spirit
Change which seeks the path
-af-laast-.riwdKtaTirfi is_.not evangelical, and cannot -claim the
dignity of renewal. Renewal is
never 'accomplished by,laziness,
parrotry, or complacency. Since
Pentecost the Church has been
placed as a prophet before men.
We must take on ourselves all
that this vocation entails. We
have to speak to tne world in a
language which it cannot understand without a gift of God. If
we dilute the Christian message
to the point where it does not
surprise anyone who hears us,
we are no longer prophets. The
r e n e w a l should make us
abandon everything which, in
our vocabularies, or our attitudes, hurts our brothers uselessly, and impedes their progress towards the truth, but the
desire to speak an intelligible
language must not make us forget that we speak of things, and
we must speak of things, which
are beyond the bounds of reason. Without the Holy Spirit our
testimony before the world is
empty and without weight. We
are always exposed to the danger of saying nothing in an
agreeable way, but then we are
_ajLlsaiah_says,.ai seers[..who sge__
not, and prophets who do not
prophesy (3s. 50:10). A true renewal canntot eliminate the folly
of the cross, nor cart it replace
personal integrity.
It is by the witness of his life
that a5 Christian best furthers
the witness? of the Spirit. Even
if the Christian paradox allows
that we can be for others the
unworthy instruments of a good
which we d o not live ourselves,
it remains true as Pius XI said:
"when the zeal of the reformer
•has not personal integrity, but
is the expression and the explosion of passion, he has muddied rather than clarified, destroyed rather than built. I t
takes more than wishing to be
a reformer! No one can arrogate
to himself the right to renew
the life o>f the Church. The
Christian who sees himself placed in circumstances which tempt
«him to criticize the established
order, and to set up new forms
of thought, or prayer, or of action, must first of all try to put
himself in the presence of the
Holy Spirit. If he fails in this
his action even without ill-will
on his part, can become a counter-witness. And it is thus the
unity of ta« Christian community is imperilled,
c) Unity of the Spirit
The ecumenical movement
dominates the present scene and
animates a great deal of today's'
renewal. . . . unless it Is more
true to say that It is the renewal of tee Dhutreh which.has
instituted it and rendered i t
more effective, The tremendous
effort of rapprochement among
Christians, which can only come
from the Spirit, carries' more
than one paradox with it. I cite
only two of these. Ecumenism,
no matter bow outgoing it may
be, is impossible without -tbrcr-—
fidelity of each of us to his own
tradition, and the love of our
own brethren.

If the ecumenical movement
is to be a leaven of renewal, it
must not encourage people to
under-estimate the disparity of
the different Christian tradt
tions in the interests of a supposed common heritage satisfactory to all only so long as its
nature remains vague and imprecise. Each one must, therefore, try to be as faithful as
possible to his own Church. The
Churches which renew themselves in order to be more truly
themselves in faithfully following Christ will certainly one day
-be-unitedr-for—meir__renejKals_
arise from the same source, and
their faithfulness converges.
Paradoxically unite' will not be
achieved unless each one, guided by the Holy Spirit, endeavors
to be himself in Christ and to
-respect the other as an other.
We do not have to copy each
wrthM" it is
ff^J*.
»
g
^
g ^endf ^oFTfie*
enough to goToThe
path laid down before us by our
own tradition. Following that
path we will, no doubt, discover that we are not so far from
each other, and at the end Christ
will meet us in that unity which
he has always willed.
Each Church must walk in
unity towards unity. If the div i d i n g line between the
Churches is blurred today, it all
too often,'alas, permits the development within the different
Churches of dangerous internal
divisions. Enlightened m i n d s
have a tendency to rejoice too
soon in their common victories
against those they view as being
the arriere garde of their own
community. If we must congratulate ourselves for having overcome prejudices, we must be
careful not to provoke, in the
name of an ill-conceived ecumenism, new divisions. Those
"Ivho, in tfie ^es«nce~af~eHMnreiF"
ism hesitate for valid reasons
(such as the desire to be faithful to their Church), may in
their hesitation prove to be a
precious help in defining the
objects to be attained. In any
case we will not arrive at unity
by breaking up our own communities.
Ecumenism b e t w e e n our
Churches must rest on ecumenism within each Church, for the
saying is still true, here more
than elsewhere, that a well-ordered charity begins with oneself. The Church is a people on
the march. All renewal hastens
this process, and we must know
how to create the conditions for
a prograssive and unified renewal.
Conclusion
We have seen how the Church,
faithful to the truth, to the witness, and to the unity of the
Holy Spirit, may fearlessly take
the road to renewal which Is
a constant of her history and a law. of her life. It is in this
spirit that -1 ask you td begin "
the work inscribed on the
agenda of the present Congress.
An immense task awaits you of
which your debates and your
studies will be little more than
a beginning. The renewal of the
Church in her doctrine demands
an~gffurt uf reflection—whiehgoes beyond what is possessed
by even the most endowed of
the theologians. Together, however, under the guidance of the
Holy Spirit and in company with
the whole Church you may hope
to shed some light on the most
pressing problems.
Theology must become more
flexible and diversified, and the
progress in Biblical research
and the study of the Fathers of
the Church have already made
this clear. But, we must soon
go further and deal frankly
With the question of theological
language in the face of a secularized world in order to move
forward effectively with the renewal of the Church in her doctrine.
Theological language is indispensible,—It- is- the- -necessary
vehicle through which we understand and say what we can
about God, Christ the Church,
sin and redemption. Faith is not
simply an ineffable response to
the Word of God, burTtis social - and must therefore be expressed in propositions which do not
falsify it. Yet a constant vigilance must be exercised because
modes of expression grow old
quickly, and when it is too late
we may find that they are
empty. Father Karl Rahner reminds us that to do nothing in
such a case is an indication of
indifference to that very truth
which one wishes to defend. It
betrays a lack of power of appropriation and of practical assimilation which denotes a sort
of concealed unbelief and which
he does not hesitate to call
heresy, ,"a heresy in which dead
orthodoxy is merely the result
and expression of an inner indifference towards truth." We
must nonetheless be wary of an
iconoclasm which unleashes itself against every ancient formula and be on our guard
against idolatory which manifests itself in a worship of new
forms.
In an area of such complexity,
your discussion is the best way
of serving the Magisterium and
the Church. The golden rule in
all our work will be that dictated by an unfeigned charity
and for a theologian, is it not
true that the highest form of
this charity will be expressed
in a filial love of the Church,
one and holy.
The true reformers have been
saints. For them, the Church
was hefore eveTything~else a
loving mother to whom they offered an unconditioned service.
Their theological reflections
wore accompanied by hymns of
praise it) which they glorified
their holy Mother. The "Sancta
(Continued on Page 6)
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N.Y. and spent mucl
past three months vis
hundreds of relativ(
abouts. Over the past i
he was at the home of
in( Mrs. William Glas
Carfer S t Occassion
25th anniversary of th
sion of her vows by the
ter, Sister M. Annul
Sister of Mercy assig
year titr St" "Louis,
School, Pittsford.
Two months ago, wl
ing 'another cousin

Rocheste
Names E

Gilbert A. Henner,
ident and treasurer o
ter Telephone Corpon
been elected to the «
board of directors, (
Beinetti, Rochester '
president, announced 1
Henner replaces J
Wilson on the board,
son, who was vice ;
operations for Roches
phone, died earlier th

Henner j o i n e d
Telephone in 1931 as J
the statistical section,
served as staff accoun
statistician, internal
and general accountanl
he was named assis
troller and assistant
and in 1960 controllei
elected vice preside]
in 1962 and yice pres;
treasurer a year later

Henner, a native oi
ter, was graduated frd
dral High School and
the Universjty of Rod
fore graduating from 1
Business Institute in
ing.

Henner is presiden
Rochester chapter of
tional Association of
tants; vice president
Rochester chapter oTu
cial Executives Institi
president of Genesee
Telephone Pioneers o
ica; a member of the

